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1. Introduction 

Renormgroups 11 | serve as a powerful means for calculating the depend
ence of charges in a theory on momentum transfers. The charge, here, must he 
a scalar and must be invariant under transformations such as /'. С etc. This i 
indeed so, if one deals with a vector theory But in the case, when the theory is 
not a vector theorv. this invariance may be violated. One of such theories is the 
standard V-A theorv of weak interactions. Such models, also, are the unification 
models 12 |. in which the weak interaction occurs as a constituent pari. 

We shall now proceed to examine the properties of the rcnormcharge in the 
theories indicated. 

I I . The Renormcharges in Standard \e i to r Theories ( f i l l and 
• S / l - V )) 

We shall first consider electrodynamics (the / ' ( I ) thcor\>. When the loop 
diagram is taken into account, we have 11..? |. 
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I 2.7 Г (/'' ' - V / - 1 | i / i -,,)'-SV I 

in ip). ;.•". ,e . V/. (.- are standard notations), which can be rewritten, upon 

performing appropriate calculations, in the following form: 

,' | i - . In l , I | ITI i к ! • " и [к .и hi i/i I ;• i и • / M l - <2> 

The term m square brackets can be reduced, applying the standard scheme 11 |. 
lo the renormalized coupling constant irenormchargei <;((,*): 
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а (с/') = «И (3) 

l + ^ . n Зл V* 
u is the mass shell on which the coupling constant is determined. If the exist
ence of leptons and quarks is taken into account, formula (2) acquires the form: 

a (qz) = c(M2) 

Зл V^ 

" = ", + з(1К + 3Ш V (4) 

n , is the number of leptons, n is the number of quarks of charge +2/3, n , is the 
number of quarks with charge -1 /3 . 

In the case of non-Abelean SU(N) theories |4 ] the renormcharge will have 
this form, but with the substitution 

я -* —j- N + n ; /л str ' (5) 

where N is the number of colours, and n is the number of flavours. 
Now, consider transformation of expression (1) with respect to parity P 

making use of 

U(P) uL (A) U'\P) = Zy°uR ( - M „ ) , 

и(Р)А^и -\Р) = (Л 0 , -А). (6) 

The second part of expression (1) in square brackets is invariant under 
transformation (6). If one turns to expression (2), the above signifies that the 
charge part 

Зл In U
2^ 

-</ 
is invariant under transformation with respect to parity (the renormcharge 
in vector theories is invariant under transformation with respect to parity). 
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III. Renormcharges in V-A Theories 

Consider transformation of the spinors и and и „ with respect to parity: 

U(P) u,(k) U~\P) = $ y°uR(-k,k{)) , 

U(P) uR(k) U ~\P) = £ у ° и, (-k.kQ) . (7) 

Under this transformation expression (1) 

u = u, + uR, ur = - y ~ uj 

remains invariant. 
If one considers the V-A U(\) theory, the right components of the spinors, 

uR, ZR, arc absent in this theory. Therefore, the term in square brackets under 
the integral in an expression such as (1) will acquire the form: 

FL*/- • •> = 1й7G>) '/„ u, (p-Q)! \й, (р-ч) у, и, (p) 1 . (8) 

This expression is not invariant under P transformation and 

U(P)F,^(...)U-\P) = 0. 

A similar situation will occur, also, in the casee of the SU{N) V-A theory. If one, 
now, makes use of an expression like (3), like it is usually done, as the 
expression for the renormcharge, one can sec that this expression docs not take 
into account the left-handed nature of the V-A theory. Evidently, the indicated 
fact should be taken into account in calculating the renormchargc in such 
theory. 

Generally, the equation of rcnormgroups 11 | is P and С invariant and it is 
formed for left-right symmetric theories, and its direct application for V-A 
theory is, probably, not quite correct. Most likely, one can try to derive the 
correct equation of renormgroups for V-A theory. But in doing so one must take 
into account that this interaction is left-handed, and so the renormcharge must 
be asymmetric with respect to the direction of propagation of the fermion. 

In principle, we can formally take advantage of the standard expression for 
the equation for the renormchargc 11—4 |, as ii is usually done. In this case the 
mass parameter^ (or Л ) must be used for choosing the normalization of the 
charge. But, if for the weak interaction we make use of the standard expression 
for the renormgroup and rcnormchargc, there arises a problem that has to be 

*/..« *R,I. 
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solved. The part of the elcctroweak interaction that is responsible for the weak 
interaction is a non-Abelean SU(2), so within this theory we must perform 
rcnormtransformations by analogy with QCD. There must, then, appear a 
dimensional constant that is determined from the weak interaction. However, 
unlike QCD, the theory of weak interaction is a theory with left interaction, and 
in this theorv no dimensional parameter Л , can arise |5 I. Thus, we must 

r weak 
apparently draw the conclusion thai within the framework of weak interactions 
no rcnormtransformation of charge should exist (i.e., the charge should remain 
constant). The dimensional parameters ( Mw, Mz, ... > that do occur in [he 
theory of weak interaction arise outside the framework of this interaction (in the 
standard theory of electroweak interaction masses are due to the Higgs 
mechanism, while in extended theories they are due to the theory of technicolor 
|6 | ) . Apparently, within the framework of the theories indicated, where 
dimensional parameters are present, there will already exist corresponding 
renormlransformations of charge. But, this is already outside the scope of the 
theory of weak interaction (the theory involving exchange of W, Z-bosons). 

In connection with the above conclusion it seems appropriate to mention the 
analysis carried out in refs. |7 ], where no significant correction effects related 
to weak interaction were found. 

IV. Conclusion 

If one formally considers the problem of charge and renormcharge in gauge 
theories, then, depending on the type of theory, there may exist three types of 
charge: 

1. The charge 4» in gauge V-A theories; 

2. The charge g in gauge V-A theories. 

The charges 4». and gR can exist in gauge V-A and V+A theories with 

separated left-handed and right-handed interactions. 
3. The charge g in gauge vector theories (i.e., theories with left-right 

symmetric interaction). 
To be strict, the charges g,, gu, g and are in no wav related in gauge 

theories. In this sense, the problem exists in grand unification theories |2 | of 
relating the charges e and g of the respective electromagnetic and strong 
interactions to the charge g. of weak interaction. Moreover, as indicated earlier, 

if no dimensional parameter Л , determining the scale of the 
r weak " 

renormtransformation exists in the theory of weak interaction, then unification 
of these theories encounters one more difficulty. 
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The main purpose of the present work is to draw attention to the following 
essential problems: 

a) in the theory of weak interaction there may not exist any group of the 
rcnormtransformation of charge (i.e., the charge g. remains constant), or if 

such a group exists, it is then realized for the charge gf, and it is not related to 

the charge g in the vector theory; 
b) in connection with the above there arises the problem of relating the 

charges gt and g when constructing the unified theory of interaction in the 

standard way |2 |. 
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! Ьсштосп \ . М . 1-2-94-221 
| 1'енорм iapH.ii,i н \ -Л теориях 

| В работе показывается, что в теории слабого взаимодействия, возмож-
; но. не с\ шествует группы ренормпреобразовапия заряда (т.е. заряд-&'; 
| остается постоянным) из-за его левого характера или, если такая группа 
i существует, го дто реализуется для заряда #/. и он не связан с зарядом g 
i ч векторной теории. В связи с вышеуказанным возникает проблема связы-
j вания зарядов gt и g при построении объединенной теории взаимодействия 

i стандартным способом. 

! Работа выполнена в Лаборатории вычислительной техники и авто-
j матизации ОИЯИ. 
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| Ins shown that in Ihe theory of weak interaction there may not exist any 
• group of the renormtransformation of charge (i.e.. the charge-g, remains 

constant» for this theory is left one, or if such a group exists, it is then realized 
• for the charge g,. and it is not related to the charge g in the vector theory. 
j In connection with the above there arises the problem of relating the charges 

g/ and ,e w hen constructing the unified theory of interaction. 
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